We present the main features of thermal and resonant emission for one of the first radiating molecules, the helium hydride ion (HeH + ), from dark ages halos on the stage of the early Universe. Evaluating the optical depth, thermal and resonant brightness temperatures and spectral fluxes of dark ages halos is based on computing the cross-sections and rate coefficients of excitation/deexcitation of the lowest five rotational states of HeH + by inelastic collisions with atomic hydrogen. It was shown that in Dark Ages the collisional excitation/de-excitation by atoms of neutral hydrogen and electrons are competitive, but in the denser regions, e.g. virialized halos, the contribution of collisions with atomic hydrogen is larger. We demonstrate the peak time dependence in the thermal and resonance luminosities evolution of halo in HeH + lines, and the optimization of observations can be made concerning for redshift.
I. INTRODUCTION
In astrophysics, the interest in the helium hydride ion HeH + discovered in the lab in 1925 [22] , is caused by its stability in the cosmic isolation and by its composition, since it consists of the most widespread atoms in the Universe -hydrogen and helium. It is not surprising that numerous discussions about the formation of this molecule and its search both in the Galaxy and the deep space have been undertaken since the 70s of the last century [10, 11, 13, 27, 28, 30, 31, 34, 52, 57, 58] . Unfortunately, the HeH + detection has not directly been confirmed for a long time and only recently the first reliable confirmation of the HeH + existence towards the planetary nebula NGC 7027 has been obtained [18] .
Molecule HeH + plays a significant role in the emerging of first stars at the end of Dark Ages since it is one of the first molecules to appear in the early Universe among with H 2 , HD, LiH, and their ions [6-8, 14, 19, 32, 41, 46, 47, 49] . Molecules are known to be the unique coolers for baryonic matter in the early Universe at temperatures below ∼8000 K [14] . Emissions of these molecules result in cooling, fragmentation, and collapse of molecular clouds. In particular, molecular ions HeH+ is an effective cooler [5] due to the large value of their electric dipole moment, 1.722 D, emitting in the molecular lines in the ground rotational state. The population of the rotational levels in the epoch of Dark Ages is defined by collisions with photons of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), free electrons, ions and atoms. Calculations of coefficients for rotational and vibrational excitation/de-excitation rates by electrons are performed by [4, 24, 29, 51] . However, up to date, there are no estimations for HeH + rotational excitation/deexcitation by collisions with atomic hydrogen.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2., the potential energy surface (PES) for H-HeH + collisions is obtained in analytical and numerical approximations. In Section 3. the state-to-state integral cross sections for rotational transitions during H-HeH + collisions are obtained and corresponding rate coefficients are calculated. The results for rate coefficients are presented in graphical form and analytical approximations. In Section 4. the role of collisional excitations of low rotational levels of HeH + in Dark Ages is discussed. In Section 5. the differential thermal and resonant brightness temperatures, as well as spectral fluxes from dark ages halos in rotational lines of the helium hydride ion HeH + are evaluated. The conclusions are in Section VI.
II. PES FOR H-HeH + INTERACTION
We treat the molecular ion HeH + as a rigid rotor and the interaction potential between the colliding partners is fully specified by two Jacobi coordinates V (r, θ) as it is showed in Fig. 1 , where r is the distance between the center of mass of the molecular ion and the atom H, and θ is the angle between the molecular symmetry axis, which coincides with the z-axis and the vector r.
To write down the long-range interaction potential between atomic hydrogen and helium hydride ion, we need detail information about the internal structure of HeH + . The quantum mechanical solutions for the wave function of the electrons at the ground and excited lowenergy levels for ion molecule HeH + was obtained more than a half-century ago in [36] . Due to his results the 1 Σ ground two-electron wave function of HeH + can be written as ψ(ξ 1 , η 1 ; to the first and second electrons, ξ and η are the prolate elliptical coordinates connected to spherical coordinates by means of the following relations ( [33] ):
so that 1 ≤ ξ ≤ ∞, −1 ≤ η ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, A and B denote the He and H nucleus in HeH + ion molecule, r A and r B are radial distances from these nucleus. As it follow from [36] , the minimal bound energy of HeH + correspond to the interatomic distance R = 0.772Å, for which the approximation parameters are as follows δ A = 1.5311143, ζ A = 1.6848429, δ B = 1.2168429, ζ B = 0.1503286. Since ψ(ξ 1 , η 1 ; ξ 2 , η 2 ) is symmetric under replacement of the electrons, we can obtain the probability density for electrons spatial localization as
where we take into account that the volume element in elliptical coordinates is as follows dV = (R/2) 3 ξ 2 − η 2 dξdηdφ and spherical coordinates are expressed through the ellipsoidal coordinates by means of the well-known expressions where the value of k is equal to +1 if the center of coordinate system is located in the center A or -1 if it is located in the center B. It is clear that (1) can be expressed as
, where c 1 = 4.995054, c 2 = 6.339531 and c 3 = 4.492389.
In Fig. 1 we place the ion molecule HeH + along z axis so that its center of mass coincide with the center of the coordinate system while helium and hydrogen nucleus are placed at z He = −0.2R and z H + = 0.8R correspondingly. The center of the two-electron cloud is on the z-axis at
where we take into account that z = r cos(θ) = r A cos(θ A ) + z He . Integration gives z 2e = −0.032R, that means that the center of electrons cloud placed between helium and hydrogen nucleus and is very close to the mass center of the ion molecule. Since the center of twoelectrons cloud is only a bit shifted from the helium nucleus we can consider helium as a neutral atom which is polarized in the external electric field of hydrogen nucleus. The electric dipole moment of such polarized helium is equal to µ He = 2e(z He − z 2e ) −0.259497 eÅ. The total dipole moment of HeH + is equal to µ HeH + = µ He + ez H = 0.35810 eÅ, or in an atomic unit µ HeH + = 0.67694 ea B and in a CGS unit µ HeH + = 1.72165 D. The obtained value for dipole moment of HeH + coincides with the estimation obtained by [11] (use Table. 3 in that paper and make interpolation for 4 HeH + at the equilibrium interatomic distance 1.455a B ).
So, the long-range interaction potential between atomic hydrogen and helium hydride ion can be written as follows
where µ H = 1 2 α H E HeH + is the induced dipole moment of atomic hydrogen in the external electric field of ion molecule HeH + , and α H = 9/2 is the polarizability of neutral hydrogen. The external electric field of ion molecule HeH + we represent as the sum of two components E HeH + = E He + E H + where electric fields E He and E H + have next components:
where r B = r 1 + x 2 − 2x cos(θ), x = z H /r, and we can use approximations θ A θ and r A r. The expression (3) is a good approximation to longrange interaction potential for r ≥ 10Å. To show this let us consider the long-range interaction potential between proton and hydrogen V L,HH + = − µ H E H + well approximated at large distance r by well known expression for charge-induced dipole interaction V L (r) = − 1 2 α H r −4 . To describe deviations of this analytical potential from the results of accurate numerical calculations for protonhydrogen interaction performed by [21] (see Table. 1 of that paper) we introduce the screening function
that, as it is shown by the red dashed line in Fig. 2 , at distances r < 10Å deviates from unity. Therefore we have to modify approximation for potential interaction between proton and hydrogen in (3) as follows V HH + (r, θ) = F (r B (r, θ)) · V L,HH + (r, θ).
Since the deviation of the screening function (6) from unity is a result of the internal reordering of charges within atomic hydrogen caused predominantly by the inhomogeneity of an external electric field of the proton, we need to take this into account also for the dipole interaction of hydrogen and helium, i.e. V HHe (r, θ) = F (r B (r, θ))V L,HHe (r, θ), where V L,HHe = − µ H E He is the long-range interaction between polarized hydrogen and helium. Thus, the modified long-range interaction between atomic hydrogen and the helium hydride ion take a form V H−HeH + (r, θ) F (r B (r, θ))V L,H−HeH + (r, θ).
In order to write down the interaction potential between atomic hydrogen and helium hydride ion that is valid at interatomic distances r A < 5Å and/or r B < 5Å (see Fig. 1 ) we used the analytical approximation for the PES proposed in [26] to the data of numerical calculations performed in [35] :
where two-atomic potential V H−H (solid black line in Fig. 2 ) exponentially suppressed at r > 5Å (i.e. Fig. 2 ) we replaced by our approximation V HH + (solid red line in Fig. 2 ) that posses correct extrapolation V HH + /V L 1 at large r (dashed red line in Fig. 2 ). The two-atomic potential V H−He in (7) is also exponentially suppressed at r A > 5Å, so at these interatomic distances we replaced it by our approximation V HHe described abowe.
In Fig. 4 the resulting PES considered for H-HeH + interaction is shown as a contour map in the plane of two Jacobi coordinates, r, and θ. A 0.72 eV deep van der Waals well is placed at approximately r 1.83Å and θ = 0 o (see Fig. 3 ). Potential has a repulsive barrier at r 1.5Å for all Jacobi angles.
We have also tried other short-range PES approximations designed to describe chemical reaction He + H + 2 → HeH + + H, which are valid at interatomic distances r A , r B < 5Å and are considered more accurate [1, 2, 50, 53, 56] . However, as we found, with the exception of PES from [1] , that approximates the same numerical data from [35] as [26] it does, the others PESs can not be easily extrapolated on large interatomic distances by replacement of short-range two-atomic potential V H−H by its long-range version from [21] because of their difference at small interatomic distances. We believe that the approximation for PES used here is sufficiently accurate for our task.
III. STATE-TO-STATE INTEGRAL CROSS SECTIONS AND RATE COEFFICIENTS
The rovibrational energy structure of 4 HeH + (i.e. HeH + ) and its isotopes 3 HeH + , 3 HeD + , and 4 HeD + , were calculated previously in [11] and results are available with corresponding Einstein coefficients at www.exomol.com. In Table I we listed this data for six lowest rotational levels within the vibrational ground state of HeH + . The MOLSCAT code (ver.14, [23] ) was used to calculate state-to-state cross sections for inelastic scattering of hydrogen atoms on HeH + molecular ions. The calculated inelastic scattering cross-section for lowlevels rotational transitions in HeH + ion as a function of collision energy is shown in Fig. 5 . By assuming a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution over the collision energy, we calculated the state selected deexcitation rate coefficients as follows
where u is the energy of the u-th rotational level, µ is the reduced mass and E is the total energy equal to the sum of collision energy and energy of the initial state of the molecular ion, u . The results of the calculations are shown on the upper panel in Fig. 6 . The reverse transition rate (excitation) coefficients can be obtained through the expression The dependences of excitation rate coefficients on kinetic temperature are shown in Fig. 6 (lower panel). We fitted the calculated de-excitation rate coefficients by the simple formula
where x = log 10 (T ) and dimensionless approximation coefficients a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 and a 5 for a few lowest rotational transitions are listed in Table. VI in Appendix.
The excitation rate coefficients can be easy evaluated from the approximations for de-excitation rate coefficients (10) through formula (9), where values ( u − l )/k B for corresponding j u and j l are listed in Table. VI.
IV. HeH + COLLISIONAL (DE)EXCITATION IN DARK AGES
To understand the role of collisional de-excitations of HeH + by atomic hydrogen we need to compare them with collisional de-excitations this ion molecule by free electrons as well as with spontaneous emission. For this in Table. VII in Appendix we present the estimation of the critical densities in cm −3 for collisional e − -HeH + and H-HeH + de-excitations which are defined for a rotational level j as follows
n HI,cr (j) = j <j
where we can assume that the Einstein A-coefficients are dominated for ∆j = 1 transitions, the rate coefficients for rotational transitions induced by collisions with free 1.000
50 100 500 2000 5000 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 electrons, for k e (j → j ) we used the approximations given by [29] . Since, the rates of collisional de-excitations by electrons and atomic hydrogen are proportional to their number densities,
one can compare their values by ratio
The last term in the right hand side of expression in the conditions of dark ages halos is close to the value of degree of hydrogen ionization or electron-proton fraction x p ≈ x e ≡ n e /(n HI + n HII ). In Figure 7 we present the ratios of critical densities n e,cr /n HI,cr for rotational levels with j = 1−4 and ratio n e /n HI for different gas temperatures in the Dark Ages and in the halo which is virialized at z = 30. One can see that ratio n e /n HI in Dark Ages at z < 100 is a bit lower than ratios n e,cr /n HI,cr for levels with j = 1, 2, 3, and a bit larger for level with j = 4. It means that collisional excitation/de-excitation of the lowest rotational levels of ion molecule HeH + by electrons and atomic hydrogen are comparable and both must be taken into account.
The fraction of electrons in the halo decreases over time due to their recombination since the process of electron recombination is stronger in denser regions and less for areas with lower gas concentration [39] . So, de-excitations of the HeH + rotational levels through collisions with atomic hydrogen dominate over the deexcitations through collisions with electrons in more dense regions such as halos. As an example, the filled circles in Fig. 7 show the evolution of ratio n e /n HI in the overdensity region that reaches of virialization at z = 30.
One can see, that number density of electrons decreases after virialization despite the constant gas density (see for details Fig. 4 in [41] ). As a result, at z = 10 deexcitations of the HeH + rotational levels through collisions with atomic hydrogen start to dominate over the de-excitations in the electron-HeH + inelastic collisions by two orders of magnitude.
V. EMISSION OF DARK AGES HALOS IN THE ROTATIONAL LINES OF HeH +
Dark ages hide the mystery of the formation of the first stars in the Universe, also known as the first-generation stars or Population III stars. The formation of stars is known occurs during the gravitational compression of protostar gas clouds, which can cool by converting the kinetic energy of atoms and molecules into electromagnetic radiation in the processes of their inelastic scattering. Gas cooling is inefficient when the energy of collisions between atoms and molecules becomes less than their lowest excitation threshold. The subsequent collapse of the protostar cloud would continue if its mass, thanks cooling, will be larger than the Jeans mass, which depends TABLE II. Physical values and chemical composition of halos with mass M h = 5.3 · 10 9 M (wave number of corresponding linear perturbation is k = 5.0 Mpc −1 ) virialized at different zv: C k is the amplitude of initial curvature perturbation (seed of halo), zv is the redshift of virialization, ρm is the matter density virialized halo, TK is kinetic temperature of baryonic gas, nHI is the number density of neutral hydrogen atoms, np, ne are the number densities of protons and electrons at z = zv/z = 10, n HeH + is the number densities of ion molecule HeH + , r h is the radius of halo in comoving coordinates, θ h is the angular radius of geometrically limited halo. on the gas temperature as ∼ T 3/2 . Thus, the lowest energy of excitation of gas ingredients is connected with the lower mass bound of the forming stars. The lowest excitation energies correspond to lowest rotational and vibrational transitions of the molecules as well as the excitation of the external electrons in the heavy multielectron atoms. However, gas in the Dark Ages does not contain heavy elements, since they were synthesized somewhat later in the nuclei of the first stars or during their supernova bursts. Therefore, only small-mass atomic molecules such as H 2 , HD, HeH + , LiH, etc. were involved in the processes of gas cooling in the Dark Ages. Despite the small abundance of these molecules in the early Universe [3, 41, 42] , they played a crucial role in the formation of the first stars. Therefore, observation of these molecules in the Dark Ages is one of the most important tasks of modern cosmology. Below, we estimate the differential brightness temperatures caused by thermal collisions and resonant scattering of CMB quanta in the rotational lines of HeH + ions.
A. Halo formation and chemistry in the Dark Ages
The set of the physical conditions and chemistry of the halos in the Dark Ages we obtain by modeling the evolution of individual spherical perturbations in the fourcomponent Universe (cold dark matter, baryon matter, dark energy, and thermal relict radiation) by integrating the appropriate system of equations described in [40, 41] . 
where h ≡ H 0 /100km/s/Mpc.
Since processes of virialization can take some time after virial density reached, we assume the adiabatic temperature of the gas inside newly formed haloes. In this case, according to [41] , the number density of HeH + inside virialized halos decreases with time due to a higher destruction rate of these molecular ions in a more dense medium. For halos with higher final temperatures of baryonic matter, the virial ones, the number density of HeH + ions vanishes via dominating of destruction collisions [41] . Let us note that regardless of the assumption about the final baryonic gas temperature, there would be a peak-like time luminosity of halos in lines of molecular ion HeH + with the maximum at the moment of virialization when the number density of HeH + reached his maximum.
B. Population of HeH + excited states
The kinetic equations for populations of rotational levels of HeH + ions
where indexes i and j mark rotational levels, n i -are number densities of molecules with state i, and R ij -are rate coefficients for up/down-levels transitions. The number densities of e − and H species in halos formed in Dark Ages (see Tab. II and Tab. II) are much lower than their critical values given in Table. VII. By that means that the frequencies of e − -HeH + and H-HeH + scattering excitation/de-excitations, C e ij and C H ij , are much lower than the frequencies of CMB relic photon-HeH + excitations, B lu U ν ul , and spontaneous emission, A ul . Besides, as can be seen from Fig. 8 , all these values are essentially larger than the characteristic times of changes in the rate of expansion of the Universe and concentration of molecular ions HeH + within considered range of redshifts. Consequently, the values in the lefthand side of (13) can be ignored in comparison with values on the right side of these equations. So, to obtain the number densities of molecules in the ground and excited rotational states we can use the following system of the linear equations:
where R ij = A ij + B ij U νij + C ij , A ij are not equal to zero only for transitions between adjacent levels from top to botto and C ij = k H ij n H + k e ij n e . The occupations of the rotational levels can be expressed in the terms of excitation temperatures as follows
where u = l + 1.
C. The brightness temperatures of dark ages halos
The optical depth of spherical homogeneous top-hat halo for rotational ν ul line is as follows [38, 43] τ ul = 1.55 · 10 50 n l g u g l
where m A is the mass of HeH + ion molecule in atomic units, and r h is the radius of the halo with mass M h which can be estimated as follows
where z v is the moment of halo virialization. Results of computations τ for halos with mass M h = 5.3 · 10 9 M are presented in Tab. III, for other masses in Tab. IX in Appendix. As it follows from the radiative transfer equation the Rayleigh-Jeans brightness temperature for thermal (th) emission can be obtained from the next expression
where ν obs,ul = ν ul /(1 + z) is the observed frequency of ν ul line emission from halo placed at redshift z. Results of computations δT th br,ul for halos with mass M h = 5.3·10 9 M are presented in Tab. IV, for other masses in Tab. IX in Appendix. Since the halos in the Dark Ages possess the peculiar velocities v p there are resonant scattering (rs) of CMB quanta that leads to the differential brightness temperature in rotational lines of HeH + ions [38, 44] δT rs br,ul = where v p is the projection of the vector of peculiar velocity on the line of sight of Earth observer. A reliable estimation of peculiar velocity of halo with mass M h is the rms value V rms ≡ < v 2 p >, where
where P (k; z) is the power spectrum of density perturbations [12] , W (x) ≡ 3(sin x − x cos x)/x 3 is the top-hat sphere in Fourier space, and R = (3M h /4ρ m ) 1/3 is the comoving radius of the halo. Results of computations δT th rs,ul for halos with mass M h = 5.3 · 10 9 M are presented in Tab. V, for other masses in Tab. IX in Appendix.
We can also estimate the differential energy flux per unit frequency as follows [25, 43] δF ul = 2π ν obs,ul c
where θ h = r h (M h )/D A (z) is the angular radius of halo with mass M h , D A (z) is the angular diameter distance to the halo placed at redshift z. The halos analyzed here have angular radiuses ∼0.06"-1". The results for thermal luminescence and resonant scattering for halos with mass M h = 5.3 · 10 9 M are presented in Tab. IV and Tab. V correspondingly.
In Fig. 9 we present the evolution of opacity (left column) and thermal brightness temperature As can be seen from the figure, the thermal brightness temperature increases due to increasing of the temperature of baryonic matter during compression of the proto-halo and decreases after the moment of halo virialization due to decreasing in the number of HeH + molecular ions. The similar peak-like time dependence is also expected for the resonance brightness temperature, but with an amplitude of approximately eight orders of magnitude greater (see Tab. IX of electronic version of this paper). We also note that an increase in the resonance brightness temperature in time caused by the increase in the amplitude of the peculiar velocity according to (18) , and do not connect to an increase in the temperature of the baryon gas.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In order to analyze the thermal luminescence and resonant scattering of CMB quanta in the rotational lines of molecule HeH + in dark ages halos we have computed the cross-sections and rate coefficients of excitation/deexcitation of the lowest five rotational energy states of HeH + by collisions with atomic hydrogen. We have shown also that in the conditions of Dark Ages the collision excitation/de-excitation of the lowest rotational levels of HeH+ by atoms of neutral hydrogen and electrons are competitive.
It was shown, due to the small number density of residual electrons in the Universe after recombination in redshifts range from 100 to 10, collisional excitation/deexcitation of the lowest rotational levels of ion-molecule HeH + by electrons and atomic hydrogen are comparable and both must be taken into account. In the virialized halos, collisions with atomic hydrogen play a much more important role in the excitations and de-excitations of rotational levels of HeH + than collisions with electrons but both are subdominant in comparison with radiative activations/de-activations. Due to the peak time depen-dence of the thermal and resonance luminosities of the halo in HeH + lines, we can only observe those that have just formed at a given redshift, while the observations in lines of HD and H 2 [43] will give us an integral number of halos formed up to a given redshift. But extremely low differential brightness temperatures caused by thermal luminescence in rotational lines of HeH + caused only by electron and hydrogen collisional excitations do not leave a chance to detect them in the coming years. At the same time, the signal caused by resonant scattering of CMB quanta in the rotational lines of HeH + in dark ages halos may be detected by the next-generation telescopes.
Since, the rotational transitions in HeH + are more sensitive to the electromagnetic radiation than to collisions with electrons and hydrogen atoms the appearance in the early Universe of any other electromagnetic radiation with another color temperature will radically increase the luminescence of these molecules and will make visible of dark ages halos against the cosmic microwave background, that will be studied in other paper.
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